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I Have Autism and I Need Your Help:
Enhancing Self-Esteem
RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS, LATEST GREATEST, 
BELIEVERS, MEMO MESSAGES ...AND MORE

by Teresa and Erik Hedley

I Have Autism and I Need Your Help: 
Enhancing Self-Esteem is the fifth article in 
the mother/son series by Teresa and Erik. 
The series aims to draw out the voice of 
autism – Erik’s perspective – and to interpret 
and teach – Teresa’s voice. The articles move 
from general to specific and offer strategies 
for building resilience and supporting autism. 
Up Next:  I Have Autism and I Need Your 
Help: Learning Self-Regulation.

Note: Teresa’s voice is the main body of the 
article. Erik’s voice is indicated in script font.

“It takes courage to grow up and 
become who you really are.”1

A Random Act of Kindness
MY MOM SAID that the hand looked royal. The way it reached out 
of the car window also caught her attention. There was something 
elegant about the movement and the white glove and the sparkly 
bracelet, she said. She told me that she stared at it and almost forgot 
to move the van up to the window to pay. But she did, and when she 
got there, the Tim Horton’s girl looked a bit confused. She said to my 
mom, “Do you know that woman?”

“What woman?” my mom asked. 
“The woman who just drove away. I thought you must know her 

because she paid for your order as well as her own.” 
“No,… I don’t know her,” my mom replied, “and why would she 

pay for my lunch ...and then just drive away?” 
The Tim Horton’s girl smiled and continued: “The woman said you 

had been kind to her a few blocks back. You let her into traffic when 
no one else would.”

My mom told me that the gloved woman’s deed was a random 
act of kindness. She said she would never forget the graceful hand and 
the kind act. I liked hearing about this but I wasn’t sure why my mom 
was telling me about it. It was her story, not mine. But I guess I should 
know better because my mom is a teacher. Most stories have a lesson. 
That part was coming.

Ping Pong Epiphany
I should tell you that the conversation we had wasn’t face to face. Most 
of our best conversations are when we’re doing an activity like playing 

q A Random Act of Kindness

Illustration credit : Erik Hedley
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basketball or playing ping pong or 
raking the leaves or something like 
that. This was a ping pong talk. 
I should also mention that I like 
these action conversations because 
I don’t have to sit and give the 
other speaker eye contact. We are 
moving and I’m not forced to look 
at them in the eye. I can think 
better this way and I have more 
time to figure out what the other 
person is saying.  I have more time 
to think.  I don’t feel so locked in.

Now let’s go back to the lady 
at the Tim Horton’s Drive-thru 
and the life lesson.

“Erik, what kind of person do 
you think would do something like 
that – I mean, do something very 
thoughtful for a total stranger 

Planting Seeds
As we placed our 
paddles on the 
table, I sensed by 
Erik’s expression 
that I had planted 
a seed. Good. My 
thought was to let 
that germinate a 

day or two – give him a chance to roll 
it around in his mind – and then come 
back to it. I wanted time to explore the 
implications myself, as well, so I could 
answer his questions in clear, instruc-
tive language. I wanted to review exactly 
what self-esteem is, what feeds it, why 
a kid with autism needs it - in spades 
– and how we could go about proac-
tively building and feeding his own self-
esteem. Truth is, since Erik’s diagnosis, 
we had been targetting his sense of self 
through an appreciation of his interests 
and his need for sensory stimulation, di-
rect social skills instruction and so forth. 
We were feeding his body and soul, and 
now was the time to explain the why be-
hind the techniques. It was also time to 
teach him how to feed himself.

and then not even expect a ‘thank 
you?’”

“A nice person?” I offered. 
“Nice, yes,” she said, “but 

there’s more to it than that. 
Have you heard of the word self-
esteem?” she asked.  “It has to do 
with that.” 

“Do you mean someone who 
likes themselves?” I asked, hit-
ting the ping pong ball back over 
the net. “I mean, not too much 
like bragging but just the right 
amount. That kind of person?” I 
said.

“Exactly,” my mom replied. 
“It’s like The Three Bears of Liking 
Oneself – not too much, not too 
little, but the just-right amount 
that appreciates the good qualities 

and is perfectly okay with the 
challenges and accepts that you 
don’t have to be good at every-
thing. I think our Glove Lady was 
like that. I think in order to treat 
me to a random act of kindness, 
she must have had very good 
self-esteem. People like that have 
enough good left over to share 
with others.”

“Oh,” I answered. It was all 
making sense. Sort of. Self-esteem 
seemed like a big deal. “And au-
tism?” I asked, “does this have 
something to do with autism?” 
I kind of knew what the answer 
was even before I asked.

“It does, Erik. Absolutely.”  

Self-Esteem Is… 
In defining self-esteem, I was taken back 
in time to the popular 1970s comic Love 
is… by New Zealand cartoonist Kim 
Casali. Week after week, Casali’s care-
fully chosen words revealed another as-
pect of love. To the 10-year-old me, it 
seemed awfully complex. Fast forward to 
the present. As I researched self-esteem 
and as I discovered – like love - how 
multi-faceted the term really is, I un-
derstood that there are multiple layers. 
Self–esteem is …belief in oneself …an 
awareness of one’s strengths and talents 
…an acceptance of one’s challenges …
how you see yourself …how you think 
others see you …how valued you feel. 
Self-esteem is the knowledge that we are 
all worthy and equal. Self-esteem directs 
all that we do. 

We Aren’t Born With a life Supply
“My daughter’s self-esteem is fine,” a fa-
ther of a girl with autism once told me, 
scanning an idea sheet. “I don’t think we 
need to focus on these techniques.” Or 
did we? Turns out we chose to, and it 
turns out that we all need feeding daily, 
because life has a way of knocking the 

stuffing out of us. We need to push it 
back in and build ourselves up in order 
to face life’s challenges. It’s part of being 
human. 

Before we look at how to feed our 
sense of self, it might be helpful to take 
a quick look at the factors that affect the 
way we regard ourselves. What nourishes 
– and indeed starves – our sense of self?

Self-esteem is fed first and fore-
most by the way parents interact with 
their child. Far From the Tree author, 
Andrew Solomon, explains: “Parents’ 
early responses to and interactions with 
a child determine how that child comes 
to view himself.”2 Predictably, if a child 
is fed negative reinforcement, they won’t 
think highly of themselves; conversely, 
praise and encouragement foster pride 
and confidence. Other factors that shape 
self-image include group inclusion and 
feedback from friends, messages from 
the media and popular culture that spell 
out who you ought to be and what you 
ought to value, fulfillment from natural 
talent, interests, successes, contributions, 
good deeds, altruism and a myriad of 
other acts.
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do with autism?” 
This of course, is the so what portion 

of the message: why is healthy self-es-
teem so important? What does self-es-
teem enable – or, on the flip-side, what 
does a poor self-image disable? Quite 

The Power Behind the Narrative
Having established the what – both the 
magnitude of the concept and the forces 
behind it – we return, now, to two ques-
tions. One: why do all children need 
healthy self-esteem? And two, Erik’s 
question: ”Does this have something to 

1. Surround Yourself With 
Believers – Do things with 
people who encourage you and 
who make you feel good. I can 
think of some school principals, 
teachers, family members and 
friends who say things to me 
that let me know that I am 
doing well. I take their words 
and print them out and stick 
them above my desk. Their 
words make me feel happy 
and good about myself.

2. Do Something Every Day That 
Makes You Happy - Every day 
I try to self-regulate by mak-
ing myself feel good. I do this 
by snowshoeing or maybe by 
cooking, playing on the iPad, 
taking pictures or making 
movies or watching short vid-
eos about subjects that interest 
me. When I do these things, I 
feel peaceful and stress-free.

3. Step Outside Your Comfort 
Zone and Back - (try some-
thing new) This one helps me 

p Factors That Shape Self-Esteem

simply, self-esteem drives our thoughts 
and inner narratives. Does our inner 
voice follow a can-do script or a can’t-
do narrative? One path leads to goals, 
confidence, security and healthy pride; 
the other creates self-doubt, insecurity, 
inadequacy, frustration and limitations. 

Self-esteem is also the basis of all in-
teractions with others. Do we build our 
comrades up with positive, specific feed-
back, or do we offer, instead, backhanded 
compliments or outright criticism? If we 
aren’t feeling particularly good about 
ourselves, chances are that we won’t have 
a lot of goodwill to spread around. We 
always want to bring out the best in oth-
ers, and to do this, we need to cultivate 

Erik’s Top 10 Self-Esteem Builders
Here are some things you can do for yourself or things that others can 
do for you to help build your self-esteem:

to overcome certain fears. For 
example, I joined a youth the-
atre group with my sister. I 
had to memorize lines, wear 
thick and sticky stage make-
up, stand in front of bright 
lights and perform in front of 
a large audience. At first I felt 
stressed and worried but after 
it was all done, I felt proud of 
myself and I felt like I could do 
anything.

4. Video Camera and Photo Books 
- I like to look at family vid-
eos and family pictures because 
I like to see how I look from 
other people’s perspectives and 
how I look in my surroundings. 
I don’t know this until I look 
at it later. From this I learn 
that it’s good to have a positive 
attitude because I can see by 
watching what kind of mood I 
was in and what kind of mes-
sages I am sending people. 

5. School Days Books - I have a 
book where I can write what 

I did each school year, what I 
am proud of, what activities I 
did, etc. I like looking through 
this book because it’s neat to 
see how I’ve changed over the 
years and what my interests 
were at the time. I like know-
ing things about my past. 
Sometimes we make a patch 
for a category that doesn’t fit 
my life. I think that it’s impor-
tant to know that you don’t 
have to live by the stereotypes 
for each age. My mom calls this 
“not living by the book.” I try 
to make the book fit my life. 
Making patches is about be-
ing comfortable and confident 
enough to create your own 
unique path. There’s a patch 
for that. 

6. Latest Greatest – This is where 
we frame our most recent and 
greatest accomplishments and 
hang them up in the kitchen. 
This helps build up my self-
esteem because I feel proud 
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was about seven, I had many 
curious thoughts about the 
Queen and I drew her many 
times. The puppets are mod-
elled from my drawings and 
remind us of that stage. We 
also have framed art from me 
and my brother and sister in 
one of the rooms in our house. 
This lets us know that my par-
ents think, “Wow, your work 
is terrific! Let’s enjoy it every 
day!”

when I see a test framed in our 
kitchen. 

7. Room Décor/Bulletin Board 
- My room is decorated with 
maps and globes and science 
things like a shark’s jaw and 
solar system objects. I also have 
a bulletin board full of pictures 
from various moments in the 
past. When I go in my room 
I like to look at this board to 
help me remember the impor-
tant people in my life. The wall 
decorations remind me of my 
interests and who I am.

8. Scholastic Achievements – I 
work hard at school and I am 
happy to be recognized by my 
teachers. I have some awards 
and certificates and they make 
me feel proud of my hard work 
and effort. 

9. Memo Messages – I have a mini 
white board hanging on my 
bedroom door (so do my sister 
and brother). If we want, we 

can write positive messages to 
one another. Receiving a mes-
sage when I have done some-
thing thoughtful makes me feel 
appreciated. E-mails and texts 
work, too.

10.Preserve Art and Special 
Interests – We have a Queen 
Elizabeth and Prince Philip 
puppet set that are a re-
minder of my interest in the 
Queen, or as I like to call it, 
“The Queen Phase.” When I 

the good in ourselves.
Children who grow up with a healthy 

sense of self, “have the courage and con-
fidence to go out into the world and try 
new things, to respect other people’s 
ideas, and to face challenges with a sense 
that they can do anything they put their 
minds to.”3 

So What’s Autism Got to Do With 
It? 
And where does autism figure in this 
equation? As parents, we sit through the 
diagnosis in a numb state. The list of def-
icits is paralyzing. But this is not about 
us. Imagine how our children feel when 
the realization hits that they are in the 
grip of something all-pervasive. There 

is a lot that needs fixing. Step into those 
shoes and reflect on your sense of self: 
it might be quite shaky. Nothing seems 
to be right; everyone is bent on making 
lists and suggestions in order to make 
you functional. This is not a recipe for 
healthy self-esteem. 

Self-esteem building is about autism 
– and not. Step back and it’s about build-
ing resilience in all of us. Move forward 
and it’s an essential focus for those with 
social challenges. 

This moves us logically toward the 
now what? How can we actively promote 
a strong and positive sense of self in our 
children with ASD? Erik will step for-
ward first and offer 10 concrete self-es-
teem builders. Following Erik’s list, I will 

offer 10 additional techniques – more 
conceptual than concrete in nature. 

As parents, we are coaches and self-
esteem role models. Our children depend 
upon us to get their words, strategies and 
reactions just right. In order for them to 
learn from our actions, we must live out 
loud. We must narrate most of what we 
do. For neurotypical children, the im-
plied benefits are apparent. They get it. 
For our kids with ASD, we need to make 
the implicit explicit by also teaching out 
loud. We need to make the so what abso-
lutely clear. 

We are our children’s first and life-
long teachers and sculptors. What can 
we help to shape and create?

q Erik’s Self-Esteem Strategies: Art, Favourite Activities, Memo Messages, Stepping Outside 
Comfort Zone
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and gushed, “Your husband is the 
most interesting person!” Funny, I 
thought, he barely spoke. Interested 
is apparently interesting!

7.  Show and Tell – In addition to send-
ing memo messages and other bits of 
written encouragement, showing and 
telling your child that you appreciate 
their passions and the way they think 
is hugely important for self-esteem 
building. 

8. Random Acts of Kindness – As il-
lustrated, doing spontaneous good 
acts for others makes them feel good 
and reflects back onto the doer. 

9. Altruism – Altruistic acts make us 
feel good. We sponsor a boy named 
James in Malawi. Our connection 
with James makes us feel as though 
we are enriching his life in some 
way, and that is a nice feeling. Closer 
to home, volunteering is a natural 
springboard for acts of kindness and 
altruism.

10. Diversity – There are so many ways 
of being. Children need to know that 
there is room for all types in this 
world. In the book Quiet by Susan 
Cain, for example, the message is 
this: You are entitled to be yourself. 
Life is not a race.

The Tim’s Horton’s Drive-thru still 
stirs up that bit of the magic the Gloved 
Lady’s kindness sent my way. By encour-
aging kind acts, appreciation, gratitude 
and other targetted techniques, we can 
help our ASD kids to understand the 
positive power of their words and their 
actions on others, and that the way we 
make others feel makes us feel good 
about ourselves. That knowledge is very 
powerful. 

A Random Act of Kindness
The other day Erik was pouring a glass 
of milk for his lunch. He paused, pulled 
out another glass and filled one for his 
sister, too. Sliding it toward her, he bit 
back a dimpled smile. I looked up to see 
him flash her a lopsided grin and whis-
per, “There you go …a random act of 

Mother T’s Top 10 Strategies
Erik’s Top 10 are concrete strategies and 
for the most part, techniques that en-
hance oneself; the 10 to follow are more 
conceptual in nature and half of them are 
aimed at boosting others’ sense of them-
selves. The teaching point for our ASD 
kids is how their words and or actions affect 
other people. The good they extend ought 
to make them feel good about them-
selves, as well.

1. Inclusion/Role in Group/Family 
– There is nothing more powerful 
than the knowledge that you are a 
respected and appreciated member 
of a group. Our boot room – mud-
room in other households – holds the 
evidence for Erik that he is valued 
and that as a family unit, we strike 
out on interesting adventures to-
gether. A large bulletin board filled 
with enlarged photos from family ex-
ploration is the last thing that Erik 
and his brother and sister see before 
they leave for school in the morn-
ing. Now, why this room? In real es-
tate, it’s all about location; the same 
holds true for what we call The Big 
Picture. In a school day filled with 
pressures and deadlines, it is good to 
be reminded of what’s important – 
The Big Picture, so to speak – before 
heading out.

2. Chores – Group membership 
doesn’t come without responsibility. 
Each member pulls his or her weight 
in a number of ways, one of which 
is weekly chores around the house. 
Seeing that you make a difference in 
how your bedroom and home looks 

is essential, as is the knowledge that 
you are part of a team that works 
together. 

3. Appreciation – It is a social world; 
each day you will do something for 
other people, and they will do some-
thing for you. I tell my teens that 
each day, you ought to feel your lips 
formulating a specific and sincere 
thank you – at least once but likely 
many times. Appreciation is one of 
those attributes where the need is not 
often met. We can all do something 
about that.

4. Compliment Three People Each 
Day – This one is about noticing, re-
ally taking in, what someone is good 
at, and then taking the time to tell 
them. Unlike appreciation, it does 
not relate to what someone has done 
for you; rather, it is a celebration 
of another human and their unique 
talents. 

5. Gratitude – In today’s fast-paced, 
plugged in world, we seldom stop 
and ask ourselves, “What am I grate-
ful for?” It’s a healthy exercise for all 
kids, and for our ASD kids, it is an es-
pecially rich conversation starter. As 
for me, I am grateful for the opportu-
nity to see life in another dimension.

6. Interested = Interesting – Our 
children need to be encouraged to 
show interest in others’ lives, activi-
ties and passions. Ask questions, find 
out what motivates people to do what 
they do. I recall a social event where 
I observed my husband nodding his 
head a lot, laughing and speaking 
from time to time. Afterward, his 
conversation partner approached me 

q Mother T’s Self-Esteem Strategies: Chores, Appreciation, Altruistic Acts
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Footnotes:

1  E. E. Cummings: www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/10547.E_E_Cumming
2  Andrew Solomon, Far From the Tree; p. 6; 2012.
3  Nancy Krulik, Raise Your Child’s Self-Esteem! 99 Easy Things to Do; Introduction; 2000.
4  E. E. Cummings: www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/10547.E_E_Cumming
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Your thoughts? If you would like to offer your thoughts, suggestions, or ideas, please connect 
with us via son_mom@live.com. While we do not promise to return e-mails, we welcome your 
feedback. 

kindness.” Erik was so proud, and I could tell by the look on his face that he under-
stood that his actions had had an effect on his sister. And that is what thoughtful acts 
are all about: you give and your good deed is reflected right back. Self-esteem is fed 
and the positive reserves are topped up. It takes both courage and confidence, after 
all, “to grow up and become who you really are.”4

Pass it on
Parents, educators and 
advocators must work together 
to make the best use of their 
skills and resources to help 
children and adults with ASD to 
achieve their full potential and 
find their place in society. We’re 
here to support, encourage 
and enable. Autismmatters 
is a toolkit of resources and 
supports for you to work with. 
Autismmatters is a publication 
of Autism Ontario. For $25, 
“Friends of Autism Ontario” 
can learn about autism all 
year round with a one-year 
subscription (4 issues). You’ll 
receive the most recent issue 
when you subscribe. Please 
provide full mailing information 
and a cheque payable to: 

Make your Waterfront Marathon, Half 
Marathon or 5k more meaningful by going 
the distance for Autism Ontario. Run or 
walk in honour of a loved one or to simply 
give something back to your community. 
No matter which distance you participate 
in, your fundraising makes a difference. 
You can create your own Chapter team, 
or join Provincial and still raise funds for 
your local Chapter! In 2013 more than 
$15,000 was raised for a combination of 
Provincial (that supports everyone) and 
two Chapters, Hamilton and Durham.

To help you coordinate this for your 
Chapter and put a placeholder in your 
fundraising calendar, Fall training is be-
ing planned for the same weekend. Lots 
more details to come over the next 11 
months.

Save the Date
The Scotiabank 

Charity Challenge 
2014 

Sunday, October 19 

Make October Awareness 
Month even more meaningful.

Monica Richardson, Fund Development 
Manager; Joseph McDonald, Board Direc-
tor; and Margaret Spoelstra, Executive 
Director, at the finish line this year. 
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